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current	 density	 ( ܬୡ )	 in	 high	 temperature	 superconductors	 (HTS)	 from	 those	 that	 cannot,	 there	 is	 no	
established	normal	state	property	equivalent.	 In	this	paper,	we	explore	the	superconducting	and	normal	







as	 is	 found	 experimentally.	 	 Calculations	 presented	 show	 that	 increasing	 ܬୡ 	values	 by	 ~	 2	 orders	 of	
magnitude	in	high	fields	is	still	possible	in	all	state‐of‐the‐art	technological	high‐field	superconductors.	We	
conclude:	 grain	 boundary	 engineering	 is	 unlikely	 to	 improve	 ܬୡ 	sufficiently	 in	 randomly	 aligned	
polycrystalline	 YBCO,	 to	 make	 it	 technologically	 useful	 for	 high‐field	 applications;	 in	 low	 temperature	










with	 the	 density	 of	 Cooper	 pairs,	must	 be	 high	 enough	 throughout	 the	 entire	material,	 and	 the	 current	
density	associated	with	local	flux	pinning	(ܬ୔ሺܤ, ܶሻ)	must	be	sufficiently	high	to	stop	flux	motion.	Thereafter	
many	 other	 issues,	 such	 as	 the	 strain	 and/or	 irradiation	 tolerance	 of	ܬୡ ,	 or	 the	 thermal	 stability	 of	 the	
















articulate	 the	 open	 question	 of	whether	 further	 significant	 increases	 in	ܬୡ 	will	 be	 achieved,	 even	 in	 LTS	
polycrystalline	 materials,	 by	 increasing	 ܬୈ 	or	 by	 increasing	 ܬ୔ 	along	 grain	 boundary	 channels.	 Since	 in	
practice	we	cannot	completely	decouple	ܬୈ	and	ܬ୔,	since		ܬ୔	cannot	be	larger	than	ܬୈ	,	this	approach	becomes	




(YBCO)	 bicrystals	 for	 different	 geometries	 and	 was	 found	 to	 decrease	 exponentially	 with	 increasing	
misorientation	 angle.	 This	 led	 to	 research	 into	 repairing	 the	 grain	 boundaries	 such	 as	 doping	 them	 to	
improve	oxygen	content	or	carrier	concentration,	with	a	view	to	increasing	ܬୡ	[5,	6].	Experimental	work	was	
also	 supported	 by	 computational	 studies	which	 included	modelling	 the	 flow	 of	 current	 through	 a	 grain	
boundary	 at	 an	 atomic	 level	 [7]	 and	modelling	 grain	 boundaries,	 both	 analytically	 [8]	 and	 using	 time‐
dependent	 Ginzburg‐Landau	 theory	 [2,	 9,	 10].	 Eventually,	 industry	 concluded	 that	 large‐angle	 grain	
boundaries	in	HTS	materials	depressed	ܬୡ	so	severely	that	it	committed	itself	to	making	kilometre‐length	
























L	 theory	 where	ܬୈୗୡሺܤ, 4.2ሻ ൌ ܬୈୗୡሺ0, 4.2ሻሺ1 െ ܾሻ,	 where	ܾ ൌ ܤୟ୮୮/ܤୡଶሺ4.2ሻ.	 The	 Appendix	 provides	 the	











	 ܨ୔ ൌ ܬୡ ൈ 	ܤ ൌ ܥ	ܾ௣ሺ1 െ ܾሻ௤	,	 (2)	
	
where	݌ ൌ 0.82	and	ݍ ൌ 2.4.	The	values	of	݌	and	ݍ	vary	considerably	 from	one	material	 to	another	when	
fitted	individually.	For	example	for	NbTi,	݌ ൌ 1	and	ݍ ൌ 1,	whereas	for	the	A15	compounds,	݌ ൌ 0.5	and	ݍ ൌ
2	[29].	Nevertheless,	 the	panel	 shows	 that	 to	 first	order,	 the	 in‐field	behaviour	of	ܬୡ	is	not	very	different	
across	 this	 range	 of	 quite	 different	 superconducting	 materials.	 Equally	 the	 data	 are	 reasonably	 well	
parameterised	by	an	equation	used	for	high	temperature	superconducting	materials	of	the	form	[8,	30]		
	




where	 at	ܶ	=	 4.2	 K,	ߙ ൌ 2.9	and	ߚሺ4.2ሻ ൌ 0.28	ܤୡଶሺ4.2ሻ.	 Equation	 (2)	 suggests	 flux	 pinning	 is	 important	
whereas	 the	 exponential	 in	 Equation	 (3)	 suggests	 the	 decay	 of	 the	 order	 parameter	 across	 the	 grain	
boundaries	is	important.	Hence,	although	the	physical	processes	associated	with	these	two	equations	are	




















Samples	 with	 two	 different	 compositions	 were	 made	 for	 this	 work	 –	 Y1:	 YBa2Cu3O7–x	 and	 Y2:	 75	 wt%	
YBa2Cu3O7–x	 +	 25	 wt%	 Y2BaCuO5	 to	 which	 an	 additional	 1	 wt%	 CeO2	was	 added	 [38,	 39].	 Commercial	
YBa2Cu3O7–x,	Y2BaCuO5	(99.98%,	Toshima)	and	CeO2	powders	(99.99%,	Alfa	Aesar)	were	used	to	fabricate	
the	samples.	The	Y1	samples	were	produced	from	the	commercial	powders	directly.	The	Y2	composition	
was	chosen	because	of	 its	high	ܬୡ	in	bulk	single	crystal	 form	[40].	Powders	were	 first	mixed	 together	by	
shaking	the	starting	powders	for	30	minutes	in	a	stainless	steel	vial	using	a	SPEX	8000D	high‐energy	shaker	
mill.	Next,	 samples	were	milled	using	 the	miller	and	 tungsten	carbide	(WC	94/Co	6)	milling	media	 in	an	
argon	atmosphere.	In	an	earlier	pilot	study,	we	used	copper	milling	media	[35].	Although	it	is	expected	that	
copper	is	less	detrimental	to	the	superconducting	properties	of	YBCO	than	WC	or	Co,	we	choose	not	to	use	










during	 processing.	 Table	 2	 lists	 the	 microcrystalline	 and	 nanocrystalline	 samples	 where	 the	
superconducting	properties	have	been	studied	in	detail.		
2.2 XRD	and	SEM	
The	 phases	 present	 and	 grain	 sizes	 of	 the	 samples	 were	 obtained	 using	 powder	 x‐ray	 diffraction	
measurements	(XRD).	Figure	2	shows	the	evolution	of	the	XRD	spectra	for	the	as‐supplied	powders	with	the	























and	MHA	samples	 for	both	Y1	and	Y2	 compositions.	Data	were	obtained	over	 two	 cycles.	 In	 each	 cycle,	
samples	were	heated	up	to	1100	°C	and	cooled	back	to	room	temperature	in	a	pure	argon	atmosphere	at	
10	°C	min‐1.	As	was	the	case	for	the	XRD	data,	one	has	to	be	careful	interpreting	the	data	for	the	highly	milled	










nanocrystalline	phases,	 to	produce	 larger	 grain	 sizes	 [45].	As	 expected,	 such	peaks	were	not	present	 in	
unmilled	samples	Y1P	or	Y2P	nor	in	any	of	the	second	cycle	data	for	any	of	the	samples.	These	results	led	us	
to	choose	a	HIP	temperature	of	400	°C	to	fabricate	the	YBCO	materials	in	this	work,	to	prevent	excessive	
grain	 growth	 and	 follow	 an	 approach	 we	 have	 successfully	 used	 before	 to	 make	 other	 nanocrystalline	
materials	[32‐37].	In	the	two	samples	that	were	milled,	HIP’ed,	and	annealed	(Y1MHA(1)	and	Y2MHA(1)),	
there	was	increased	and	significant	mass	loss	near	850	°C	in	cycle	1	and	coincident	large	endothermic	peaks,	










HIP’ed	 samples	 were	 shaped	 into	 cuboid	 bars	 for	 transport	 measurements	 with	 typical	 dimensions	 of	
1	×	1	×	5	mm.	The	samples	were	mounted	onto	a	Physical	Property	Measurement	System	(PPMS)	resistivity	
puck	 [49].	Current	and	voltage	 leads	were	connected	 to	 the	sample	using	silver	paint	 for	standard	 four‐
terminal	measurements.	The	voltage	 taps	were	 typically	2.5	mm	apart.	Control	 and	measurement	of	 the	
temperature	 and	 the	magnetic	 field	were	made	 using	 the	PPMS.	 To	measure	ܸ െ ܫ	traces,	 the	 puck	was	
connected	to	external	high‐precision	voltmeter	and	current	sources.	The	current	was	supplied	by	a	Keithley	
220	programmable	current	source.	A	resistor	was	added	in	series	to	the	sample	in	order	to	confirm	that	the	












the	 grains,	 does	 not	 vary	 significantly,	 whereas	 the	 zero‐resistivity	 ୡܶ ,	 likely	 associated	 with	 the	 grain	
boundaries,	 is	very	significantly	decreased.	These	 findings	are	consistent	with	 those	of	Dimos	et	al.	 [51]	
where	the	largest	suppression	of	superconductivity	in	relatively	small	fields	occurs	at	the	grain	boundaries.	
The	lower	panel	compares	the	values	of	ߩ୒	for	Y1HA	to	those	of	single	crystals	in	which	current	flows	either	
along	the	ܿ‐axis	direction	or	in	the	ܾܽ‐plane.	Figure	7	shows	the	equivalent	ܸ െ ܫ	traces	for	Y1HA.	The	ܸ െ ܫ	
traces	show	superconductivity	between	0	and	8	T	at	4.2	K.	Zero	field	ܸ െ ܫ	data	were	also	obtained	up	to	
120	K	in	steps	of	10	K,	and	thereafter	up	to	300	K	in	steps	50	K.	Using	a	1	mVm–1	criterion,	the	transport	ܬୡ	
is	1.2	×	105	Am–2	at	4.2	K	and	0.1	T.	Figure	8	shows	 the	 transport	ܬୡ	of	Y1HA	determined	using	 the	 same	
criterion.	 The	 inset	 includes	 the	 zero	 field	 ܬୡ 	from	 40	 and	 60	K.	 As	 shown	 later	 in	 section	 3.3,	 the	
intragranular	magnetisation	ܬୡ 	in	 this	 sample	 is	 of	 the	 order	 of	 1011	Am–2.	Hence	 the	 transport	ܬୡ 	values	
measured	here	are	6	orders	of	magnitude	lower	than	the	intragranular	currents.	
As	can	be	seen	in	Figure	5,	the	nanocrystalline	materials	have	resistivity	values	typically	3	or	4	orders	of	










after	 the	 first	 annealing,	 Y2MHA(1),	 is	 given	by	 solid	 symbols,	 and	 the	data	 after	 the	 second	 annealing,	
Y2MHA(2),	is	given	by	the	open	symbols.	The	second	annealing	decreased	the	resistivity	by	at	least	a	factor	




















full	 screening	 for	 our	 experimental	 conditions	 at	 the	 lowest	 temperature	 and	 is	 used	 to	 normalise	
susceptibility	values	to	negative	unity.	
However,	 for	 most	 of	 our	 HIP’ed	 nanocrystalline	 samples,	 large	 paramagnetic	 backgrounds	 with	 no	
superconducting	 transitions	 were	 found	 in	 the	 susceptibility	 data.	 A	 small	 superconducting	 signal	 was	
recovered	in	the	Y1MHA(3)	sample	after	oxygen	annealing,	as	shown	in	Figure	11.	This	sample	has	a	 ୡܶ	of	~	
70	K,	 but	 a	 low	 susceptibility	 of	 –	4.0	×	10–2	 at	 4.2	K	 in	 zero	 field.	 Figure	 12	 shows	 typical	 data	 for	
nanocrystalline	 materials	 with	 Y2	 composition,	 which	 show	 temperature	 dependent	 paramagnetic‐like	
behaviour.	The	Y2MHA(3)	data	in	the	inset	did	show	a	superconducting	transition	at	~	17	K	in	zero	field	
with	 a	 susceptibility	 of	 –1.5	×	10–2	 at	 4.2	K,	 although	 no	 signals	 associated	with	 superconductivity	were	
observed	in	the	in‐field	data.	Nevertheless,	it	is	important	to	realise	that	while	most	nanocrystalline	samples	
showed	no	superconducting	ac.	screening	signals	(or	more	accurately,	signals	below	our	noise	floor),	they	








ఒమቁ ݂ሺܽ, ߦ୆ୌሻ			for		ߣ ൐ 	a	,	 (4)	
	
where	߯୥ᇱ 	and	߯ୠᇱ 	are	 the	granular	and	bulk	(intergranular)	susceptibilities	respectively	and	ܽ	is	 the	grain	
size.	The	factor	݂ሺܽ, ߦ୆ୌሻ	accounts	 for	non‐local	effects	associated	with	the	BCS	coherence	 length	ሺߦ୆ୌሻ.	
Low	values	of	݂ሺܽ, ߦ୆ୌሻ	occur	when	the	grain	size	is	much	smaller	than	ߦ୆ୌ	which	is	about	4	–	7	nm	[56]	
for	YBCO.	It	has	a	value	of	unity	when	ܽ ≫ ߦ୆ୌ.	The	nanocrystalline	samples	in	this	work	have	grain	sizes	
of	100	nm	(cf.	Table	2)	so	we	assume	݂ሺܽ, ߦ୆ୌሻ ൌ 1.		
For	an	anisotropic	superconductor,	we	can	find	an	approximate	value	for	the	angular	dependence	of	the	G‐
L	penetration	depth	൫ߣሺߠሻ൯	from	the	angular	dependence	of	the	G‐L	coherence	length	(ߦሺߠሻሻ	derived	from	
upper	 critical	 field,	 and	 the	 angular	 dependence	 of	 the	 Ginzburg	 Landau	 constant	 (ߢሺߠሻ)	where	ߣሺߠሻ ൌ
ߢሺߠሻߦሺߠሻ	[57]	so	that	
	

































	 ܤ୍୰୰ሺܶሻ ൌ ܤ୍୰୰ሺ0ሻሺ1 െ ݐ଴.ହሻଶ.ଵ,	 (8)	
	
where	ݐ ൌ ܶ/ ୡܶ .	 The	 grains	 in	 the	 Y1HA	 and	 Y2HA	 samples	 have	 the	 highest	 superconducting	 critical	
properties	of	our	samples.	Of	the	microcrystalline	materials,	Y1H	and	Y2H	have	among	the	lowest	 ୡܶ	and	
ܤ୍୰୰ሺ0ሻ,	 lower	than	Y1MHA	(3)	and	Y1MPA,	which	demonstrates	 the	severity	of	 the	oxygen	 loss	 that	 the	































of	 YBCO.	 The	 contaminants	 were	 pressed	 into	 a	 pellet	 and	 measured	 using	 the	 same	 method	 as	 the	
superconducting	 samples.	 These	 data	 are	 shown	 in	 the	 inset	 of	 Figure	 16.	 The	 magnetisation	 of	
contaminants	 are	 temperature‐independent	 around	 0	T,	 which	 is	 different	 to	 the	 background	 from	 the	
sample,	 consistent	with	 the	 expectation	 that	 the	 extent	 of	WC/Co	 contamination	 and	 its	 ferromagnetic	
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contribution	 to	 the	 magnetisation	 are	 low.	 Hence,	 as	 with	 the	 microcrystalline	 samples,	 the	 d.c.	
magnetisation	signal	from	the	nanocrystalline	samples	is	almost	entirely	due	to	screening	currents	flowing	
within	 the	 grains.	 Figure	 17	 shows	 a	 compilation	 of	 the	 intragranular	 magnetisation	 ܬୡ 	for	 both	 the	
microcrystalline	 and	nanocrystalline	 samples	 (we	note	 that	 the	uncertainty	 in	 the	grain	 size	 is	 typically	
about	a	factor	of	two)	and	also	contains	transport	ܬୡ	values	for	commercial	YBCO	tape	[13].	Given	that	in	our	

























Y1P.	 The	 inset	 of	 Figure	 18	 shows	 that	 ߤ଴Δܯ/Δܤ 	is	 only	 weakly	 field	 dependent.	 At	 very	 low	 fields,	
ߤ଴Δܯ/Δܤ	increases,	 associated	 with	 the	 increased	 role	 of	 reversible	 screening	 currents	 flowing	 at	 the	
surface	of	the	sample.		The		ߤ଴Δܯ/Δܤ	values		in	Table	2	were	obtained	from	the	field	reversal	data	at	–1.5	T	
or	–2	T,	calculated	from	the	linear	region	during	the	initial	field	reversal.	In	most	microcrystalline	materials,	
typical	 values	 of	ߤ଴Δܯ/Δܤ	are	 approximately	 –0.17,	 consistent	with	 bulk	 pinning	 in	 Bean’s	model.	 For	
nanocrystalline	materials,	the	values	of	ߤ଴Δܯ/Δܤ,	derived	from	data	similar	to	that	in	Figure	16	are	typically	
3	orders	of	magnitude	smaller.	These	small	values,	compiled	 in	Table	2,	have	been	 found	 in	 the	work	of	
























where	 ܧୡ 	is	 the	 condensation	 energy	 and	 ୫ܸ୧୬ 	is	 the	 minimum	 volume	 of	 a	 grain	 that	 still	 sustains	
superconductivity.	The	second	is	when	there	is	only	one	Cooper	pair	per	grain	so	that	
	




















the	 grain	 boundaries	 or	 weak	 flux	 pinning	 in	 the	 grain	 boundaries.	 TDGL	 calculations	 suggest	 that	 the	
surface	properties	at	the	ends	of	any	junction	strongly	affect	the	current	the	junction	can	carry	as	well	as	the	
interior	of	the	junction,	which	undermines	comparisons	between	single	junctions	and	bulk	properties.	Other	
possible	 explanations	 for	 low	 ܬୡ 	values	 could	 include	 the	 nature	 of	 the	 fundamental	 mechanism	 for	









the	 grain	 boundaries,	 lowers	 the	 critical	 current	 density	 of	 polycrystalline	YBCO.	We	 consider	 the	most	
11 
 
simple	case,	where	 the	grain	boundaries	are	modelled	as	a	highly	resistive	N‐component	 (i.e.	where	 the	
normal	layer	has	 ୡܶ	=	0)	of	an	S‐N‐S	junction.		





	 ߩ୒ሺߠሻ ൌ ߩ௖ cosଶ ߠ ൅	ߩ௔௕ sinଶ ߠ,	 (15)	
	
where	ߩ௖	is	 the	resistivity	along	 the	ܿ‐axis	and	ߩ௔௕	is	 the	resistivity	along	 the	ܾܽ‐plane.	 Integrating	ߩ୒ሺߠሻ	
through	all	solid	angles,	gives	the	angular	averaged	resistivity	〈ߩ୒〉	where:	
		
	 ۦߩ୒ۧ ൌ 12න ߩ୒ሺߠሻ sin ߠ 	݀ߠ
గ
଴
ൌ 13	ሺ2ߩ௔௕ ൅ ߩ௖ሻ.	 (16)	
	
In	equating	ۦߩ୒ۧ	to	the	resistivity	of	a	randomly	aligned	polycrystalline	material,	one	is	assuming	that	there	
is	no	 redistribution	or	preferential	percolation	of	 the	 current	along	 low	resistivity	paths.	We	can	assess	
whether	this	approach	is	valid	by	considering	polycrystalline	graphite.	Graphite	is	a	good	choice	because	it	
has	 very	 low	 resistivity	 grain	 boundaries.	 Single	 crystal	 resistivity	 values	 for	 graphite	 are:	 ߩ௔௕ ൌ 6 ൈ
10ିହ	Ωm	and	ߩ௖ ൌ 6 ൈ 10ିଷ	Ωm	[79].	Polycrystalline	graphite	has	a	resistivity	of	2 ൈ 10ିଷ	Ωm	[80]	which	is	
consistent	with	the	value	of	ۦߩ୒ۧ	from	Equation	(16).	A	similar	calculation	for	YBCO	using	the	resistivity	of	
single	crystals,	where	ߩ௔௕ ൌ 6 ൈ 10ି଻	Ωm	and	ߩ௖ ൌ 1.5 ൈ 10ିସ	Ωm	at	100	K	[81],	gives	ۦߩ୒ۧ ൌ 5 ൈ 10ିହ	Ωm.	
Figure	6	shows	the	resistivity	of	sample	Y1HA	and	compares	it	to	values	for	single	crystals	and	ۦߩ୒ۧ.	Sample	
Y1HA	has	a	resistivity	about	50%	higher	than	ۦߩ୒ۧ.	Given	the	very	high	values	of	critical	parameters	for	the	




























൅ 1 െ ߦୗߩୗߦ୒ߩ୒√2
ቑ
ଶ
exp ൬െ2݀ߦ୒ ൰ ,	
(17)	
	
where	 ܬୈୗୡሺܶሻ 	is	 the	 depairing	 current	 density	 in	 the	 superconducting	 grain,	ߩୗ/ߩ୒ 	is	 the	 ratio	 of	 the	
resistivity	 in	 the	 grain	 to	 the	 grain	 boundary,	 ߦୗ/ߦ୒ 	is	 the	 ratio	 of	 the	 G‐L	 coherence	 length	 in	 the	












	 ߦୗେ୪ୣୟ୬ሺܶሻ ൎ ԰ݒ୊
1.76ߨ݇୆ ୡܶୗ
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	 ߦ୒େ୪ୣୟ୬ሺ ୡܶୗሻ ൎ ԰ݒ୊
1.76ߨ݇୆ ୡܶ୒
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of	 the	 normal	 layer.	 The	 largest	 uncertainties	 in	 calculating	 ܬୈ୒ 	are	 associated	 with	 the	 values	 of	 the	
microscopic	properties	of	 the	 grain	boundaries.	We	have	 simplified	 the	analysis	 by	 assuming	 that	 grain	
boundary	structures	are	not	superconducting	(i.e.	 ୡܶ୒ ൌ 0)	and	that	we	can	use	resistivity	to	characterise	
the	difference	between	the	microscopic	properties	of	the	grains	and	the	grain	boundaries.	Grain	boundaries	
are	complex	structures	and	one	can	expect	that	when	their	resistivity	changes,	their	carrier	concentration,	
effective	width	and	scattering	time	all	change.	Our	assumptions	lead	to	ߦ୒୔୧୮୮ୟ୰ୢሺ ୡܶୗሻ ൌ ߦ୒ୈ୧୰୲୷ሺ ୡܶୗሻ	and		
	
ߦ୒ሺܶሻ ൎ ߦ୒ୈ୧୰୲୷ሺ ୡܶୗሻ ൬ ୡܶୗܶ ൰
ଵ
























We	 have	 found,	 using	 a	 combination	 of	 transport	 measurements	 and	 a.c.	 magnetic	 susceptibility	








length	 scales	 for	 the	 variations	 in	 composition,	 strain	 and	 physical	 structure	 as	 well	 as	 electronic	 and	
phononic	structure.	Although	it	is	reasonable	for	us	to	have	assumed	that	grain	boundary	structures	are	not	
superconducting	 themselves	 in	bulk	 form,	 finding	 the	other	 characteristic	microscopic	properties	 of	 the	










microcrystalline	 samples	were	10ିଵ଴	Ωmଶ	and	 in	 the	nanocrystalline	 samples	10ି଼	Ωmଶ.	Higher	 average	









the	 high	 grain	 boundary	 resistivities	 found	 at	 high	 angles	 in	 bicrystal	 data,	 it	 seems	 unlikely	 that	 grain	
boundary	engineering	will	enable	high	ܬୡ	in	polycrystalline	YBCO.	Grain	boundary	engineering	such	as	Ca	
doping	 has	 successfully	 reduced	 grain	 boundary	 contact	 resistivity	 by	 over	 an	 order	 of	magnitude	 and	
increased	ܬୡ 	by	 a	 factor	 of	 6‐7,	 however	 these	 results	 were	 on	 bicrystals	 preferentially	 doped	 at	 grain	
boundaries	[5],	thin	film	bicrystals	[89]	or	multilayer	films	[90].	We	consider	it	unlikely	that	one	can	reduce	
the	grain	boundary	resistivity	in	polycrystalline	materials	to	be	less	than	that	of	the	grains	themselves	and	

















have	 achieved	 ܬୡ 	of	 109	Am–2	 at	 0	T	 and	 4.2	K,	 which	 is	 more	 than	 10	 times	 higher	 than	 other	 round	
untextured	ferropnictide	wires,	it	is	still	10	times	lower	than	the	thin	film	materials	[93].	The	materials	with	
markedly	 low	ܬୡ/ܬୈୗୡ 	values	 include	 MgB2	 [94],	 FeSe0.5Te0.5	 [95]	 and	 the	 A15	 polycrystalline	 materials	
[96][97].	Excellent	polycrystalline,	untextured	MgB2	can	be	produced	cheaply	through	solid	state	reactions	









problem,	 Equation	 (17)	 suggests	 high	 grain	 boundary	 resistivity	 and/or	 wide	 grain	 boundaries	 are	
responsible.	The	resistivity	of	Nb3Sn	and	the	other	A15	intermetallics	has	been	studied	extensively.	Very	
large	changes	in	resistivity	have	been	found	in	Nb3Sn	and	V3Si	with	relatively	small	changes	in	composition	
[107].	 For	binary	Nb3Sn,	ߩ୒ ൌ 4	 ൈ 10ି଼	Ωm	for	25	 at%	Sn	and	ߩ୒ ൌ 4	 ൈ 10ି଻	Ωm	for	24.5	at	%	Sn.	 In	 a	
series	 of	 nanocrystalline	 HIP’ed	 Nb3Sn	 fabricated	 in	 our	 group,	 materials	 with	 120	nm	 grain	 size	 and		
ୡܶ 	=	17.4	K	and	ܤୡଶሺ0ሻ	=	30	T,	ܬୡ ൌ 3	 ൈ 10ଽ	Amିଶ	at	5	K	and	0	T,	ܬୡ ൌ 7	 ൈ 10଼	Amିଶ	at	 5	K	 and	6	T,	were	
found	to	have	resistivity	values	of	ߩ୒ ൌ 6	 ൈ 10ି଻	Ωm	[108].	When	the	grain	size	was	reduced	to	20	nm,	 ୡܶ	
reduced	to	10	K	and	ߩ୒	increased	to	2	ൈ 10ି଺	Ωm.	When	the	grain	size	was	below	10	nm,	 ୡܶ	was	below	2	K	
and	ߩ୒	increased	to	4	ൈ 10ି଺	Ωm	[109].	These	nanocrystalline	results	show	that	very	high	resistivity	values	
can	 occur	 in	 Nb3Sn	 and	 that	 a	 non‐superconducting	 width	 for	 the	 grain	 boundaries	 of	 3	nm	 in	 Nb3Sn	
polycrystalline	materials	is	not	unreasonable.	The	quality	of	our	nanocrystalline	Nb3Sn	materials	may	simply	



























to	 those	 in	 technologically‐important	 high	 field	 superconducting	materials	 that	 are	 used	 in	 commercial	
applications.	 It	provides	calculations	 that	 identify	when	grain	boundaries	are	so	resistive	 they	 limit	ܬୡ	in	
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First	 we	 consider	 the	 Ginzburg‐Landau	 expression	 for	 the	 depairing	 current	 density	 of	 an	 anisotropic	
superconducting	material	such	as	YBCO	or	an	isotropic	superconductor.	When	the	current	is	in	the	ܾܽ	plane,	
ܬୈୗୡ௔௕ 	is	given	by:		









































1 െ ሺܶ/ ୡܶሻ,	 (36)	
Substituting	equation	(30)	into	equation	(36)	leads	to:	





1 െ ሺܶ/ ୡܶሻ௩
1 െ ሺܶ/ ୡܶሻ .	 (37)	
	
The	temperature	dependence	of	ߣ	in	the	ܾܽ‐plane	can	be	calculated	in	a	similar	way	using:	








	 ߣ௔௕ሺܶሻ ൌ ߣ௔௕ሺ0ሻ൫1 െ ሺܶ/ ୡܶሻ൯ିଵ/ଶ,	 (40)	
and	the	Ginzburg‐Landau	relation	for	ܤୡଵ௖ ሺܶሻ	[113]:	
			 ܤୡଵ௖ ሺܶሻ ൌ Φ଴4ߨߣ௔௕ଶ ሺܶሻ ቊln ቆ
ߣ௔௕ሺܶሻ
ߦ௔௕ሺܶሻቇ ൅ 0.5ቋ ൌ
Φ଴
4ߨߣ௔௕ଶ ሺܶሻ ቊln ቆ
ߣ௔௕ሺ0ሻ




ൌ Φ଴4ߨߣ௔௕ଶ ሺ0ሻ ൬െ
1
ୡܶ
൰ ቊln ቆߣ௔௕ሺ0ሻߦ௔௕ሺ0ሻቇ ൅ 0.5ቋ.	 (42)	
Combining	equations	(39)	and	(42)	leads	to:	
	 ߣ௔௕ଶ ሺ0ሻ ൌ
Φ଴
4ߨߟܤୡଵ௖ ሺ0ሻ ൜ln ൬
ߣ௔௕ሺ0ሻ
ߦ௔௕ሺ0ሻ൰ ൅ 0.5ൠ.	 (43)	
Combining	Equations	(38),	(40)	and	(43)	gives	ߣ௔௕ሺܶሻ:	
	 ߣ௔௕ଶ ሺܶሻ ൌ
Φ଴
4ߨߟ
1 െ ሺܶ/ ୡܶሻఎ
ܤୡଵ௖ ሺܶሻ൫1 െ ሺܶ/ ୡܶሻ൯










	 ߣ௔௕ߦ௔௕ ൌ ߣ௖ߦ௖,	 (46)	
we	have:	
	 ܬୈୗୡ௖ ሺܶሻ ൌ ܬୈୗୡ௔௕ ሺܶሻ
ߣ௔௕ሺ0ሻ
ߣ௖ሺ0ሻ ൌ ܬୈୗୡ
௔௕ ሺܶሻ ߦ௖ሺ0ሻߦ௔௕ሺ0ሻ.	 (47)	
The	Ginzburg‐Landau	relation	for	ܤୡଶ௔௕ሺܶሻ	is	[113]:	
	 ܤୡଶ௔௕ሺܶሻ ൌ Φ଴2ߨߦ௖ሺܶሻߦ௔௕ሺܶሻฬ்ൎ ౙ்
,	 (48)	
and	the	scaling	with	temperature	is	given	by:	
	 ܤୡଶ௔௕ሺܶሻ ൌ ܤୡଶ௔௕ሺ0ሻሺ1 െ ሺܶ/ ୡܶሻఔሻ.	 (49)	
Similar	to	the	methods	described	above	for	current	flowing	in	the	ܾܽ‐plane,	by	combining	the	derivatives	of	
equations	(48)	and	(49)	we	find:	










































Nb	(5	K)	 7.50	[12]	 	 1.4	[114]	 2.61†	 34.3*	 9.67*	 79.0†	[14]	 0.322*	
NbTi	 8.99	[15]	 	 1.8	[15]	 15.7	[15]	 13.5*	 3.40*	 163	[14]	 0.434*	
PbMo6S8	 13.7	[115]	
	 1.7	[115]	 56.0	[115]	 6.40	[115]	 1.89*	 265*	 0.441*	
Nb3Al	 15.6	[116]	
	 1.3	[116]	 26.5	[116]	 68.7*	 3.15*	 65.0	[52]	 4.74*	
(NbTa)3Sn	 16.8	[117]	
	 1.1	[117]	 32.0	[117]	 38.0†	 	 3.06*	 91.9*	 2.53*	
Nb3Sn	 17.8	[118]	




























































































































Table	 2:	 The	 fabrication	 process,	 transport	 and	 magnetic	 properties	 of	 the	 microcrystalline	 and	
nanocrystalline	samples	in	this	paper.	“Y1”	and	“Y2”	represent	Y123	and	Y123+Y211+CeO2	compositions	
respectively.	 The	 letters	 “P”,	 “M”,	 “H”,	 and	 “A”	 stand	 for	 Pressed	 powders,	Milled,	 HIP’ed	 and	 Annealed	
respectively.	Milled	samples	(M)	were	milled	for	30	h.	HIP	processing	(H)	was	at	400	°C	and	2000	atm	for	
5	hours.	Letter	“A”	denotes	the	standard	annealing	heat‐treatment	used,	which	includes	a	dwell	at	750	°C	
for	 20	 hours	 followed	 by	 450	 °C	 for	 60	 hours.	 Ramping	 between	 temperatures	 was	 completed	 at	
600	°C	hour–1.	A*	denotes	using	heat	treatment	A,	but	with	a	ramp	rate	of	60	°C	hour–1.	B	denotes	a	dwell	at	
450	°C	for	20	hours,	followed	by	heat	treatment	A.	A×2	and	A×3	were	heat	treated	using	heat	treatment	A,	



















Y1P	 5000	 ‐	 81	 140	 ‐2	×	10–1	 8.3	×	1010	 ‐	 ‐	
Y1H	 5000	 ‐	 53	 70	 ‐3	×	10–2	 4.1	×	1010	 ‐	 ‐	
Y1HA	 5000	 A	 86	 163	 ‐2	×	10–1	 2.9	×	1011	 1.2	×	105		(0.1	T,	4.2K	)	 7.1	×	10–5	
Y1MH	 20	 ‐	 Para	 ‐	 ‐	 ‐	 ‐	 62	
Y1MHA(1)	 100	 A	 Para	 ‐	 ‐4	×	10–4	 9.3	×	109	 Resistive	 2.5	×	10–2	
Y1MHA(2)	 100	 A*	 Para	 ‐	 ‐6	×	10–4	 1.0	×	1010	(10	K)	 Resistive	 2.0	×	10–2	
Y1MHA(3)	 100	 B	 70	 66	 ‐3	×	10–3	 4.5	×	1010	 Resistive	 8.9	×	10–3	
Y1MPA	 25	 A	 73	 40	 ‐2	×	10–3	 2.7	×	1010	 ‐	 ‐	
Y2P	 5000	 ‐	 81	 119	 ‐1	×	10–1	 5.1	×	1010	 ‐	 ‐	
Y2H	 5000	 ‐	 53	 62	 ‐2	×	10–2	 4.0	×	1010	 ‐	 ‐	
Y2HA	 5000	 A	 83	 132	 ‐2	×	10–1	 1.5	×	1011	 ‐	 ‐	
Y2MHA(1)	 100	 A		 Para	 ‐	 ‐	 ‐	 ‐	 1.0	×	10–2	
Y2MHA(2)	 100	 A×2	 Para	 ‐	 ‐7	×	10–4	 1.7	×	1010	(10	K)	
70	
(0	T,	2	K)	 5.2	×	10–3	





Table	 3:	 Resistivity	 of	 the	 normal	 layer	 ߩ୒ 	at	 ୡܶ ,	 Sommerfeld	 constant	 ( ߛ ),	 Fermi	 velocity	 ( ݒ୊ ),	 the	
superconducting	layer	coherence	length	in	the	clean	and	dirty	limits	(ߦୗେ୪ୣୟ୬	and	ߦୗୈ୧୰୲୷),	comparison	of	the	
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plane	 respectively.	 Middle	 panel:	 ܬୡ 	normalised	 by	 the	 superconducting	 depairing	 current	 density	
ܬୡ/ܬୈୗୡ(0	T,	4.2	K)	as	a	function	of	normalized	field	ܤୟ୮୮/ܤୡଶ(4.2	K)	for	the	same	materials	as	the	upper	panel.	
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Figure	 3:	 Upper	 panel:	 X‐ray	 diffraction	 patterns	 for	 Y1P,	 Y1MP,	 Y1MH	 and	 Y1MHA(1).	 The	 main	
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materials,	 decreasing	 ߩ୒ሺ300	Kሻ 	by	 a	 factor	 of	 ~	102	 and	 103	 respectively.	 However	 only	 three	
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panel)	and	YBCO	commercial	 tape	data	are	also	 included	 for	comparison	 [13].	The	best	microcrystalline	
samples	have	intragranular	ܬୡ	comparable	to	that	of	tapes.		
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